
 Frequently Asked Questions

How do I inflate my LCD turkey decoy?

Simply blow into the provided air valve/stem to inflate an LCD decoy. Push the valve stem up 
inside of the decoy to seal the air from leaking back out. There is no cap needed with the valve 
stem. Keep in mind, over inflation may cause problems. It’s best to under inflate the decoy so it 
has room to expand in the sun/heat. Do not use an air compressor or a bike pump to fill your LCD 
decoy as this can cause damage or over inflation.

Waterfowl Decoy Tips

Where should I place my duck or goose decoy in the field?

Scouting is one off the most important aspects when hunting waterfowl. When you find the birds, 
watch where they are landing and feeding in that field. The birds will tell you where you need to 
set up – typically right on the food source.

How do I rig my floating decoys for lakes, rivers and marshes?

There are a few things to keep in mind when rigging decoys. The first is water depths. Always 
make sure you have plenty of decoy line for the depth of water you are hunting. Current and wind 
speed are other important factors. Make you have enough weight at the end of your decoy line so 
your decoys don’t float away in strong current or high winds. 

I hunt in a certain flyway. What advice do you have for selecting decoys?

We can’t stress the important of scouting when hunting waterfowl enough. Look at the different 
duck species that come through your area during migration. Choose your decoys according to the 
ducks that work through your area.

How do I choose between painted and flocked decoys?

Both decoys are very effective in the field, but if you are looking for the most realistic decoy on the 
market our flocked decoys are the way to go.

Turkey Decoy Tips

Where should I place my turkey decoy in the field?

Try to place the decoy in a spot where it can be seen from every direction you think a gobbler 
might see it from a distance of 15-20 yards.

Which Avian-X turkey decoys do you suggest pairing together?

The quarter strut jake paired with an upright breeder hen has been a proven deadly combo for 
our staff members for many years, but all our hens can pair successfully with a jake or tom decoy 
to bring out the jealousy in a boss gobbler. Choose the right combination that works for you!

What does “LCD” stand for?

LCD stands for Lifelike Collapsible Decoy. This line of turkey decoys delivers incredible paint detail 
and realism, then easily deflates to collapse into your turkey vest for easy transport and storage.

Rely on premium decoys by Avian-X if you’re looking for quality and efficiency.

https://www.recreationid.com/decoys.html
https://www.recreationid.com/avian-x/

